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A Whole New Meaning to the Life-Size Barbie 

 I scanned the room, looking for my target. “How would you describe an attractive 

woman?” I asked the two high school boys. They looked at me hesitantly, one scratching his 

patchy beard uncomfortably. “Just physically,” I reassured them. Once I gave them the okay, the 

floodgate of the adolescent mind was unleashed. “Tan, but no tan lines; luscious breasts; bubbly 

butt; defined stomach, but no six pack; belly button piercing; clear skin; curvy yet thin; big, 

wavy hair....” The list went on as my pen scribbled furiously at the display of unachievable 

demands. What these boys have described is the perfect woman. They are the beauties who wear 

bedazzled Victoria's Secret bras on billboards and who pose half naked on the hoods of muscle 

cars. But does this girl really exist? Is she merely frozen in the latest issue of Sports Illustrated? 

Millions of women strive to prove that they are indeed the perfect woman by charring their skin, 

undergoing plastic surgeries, and eating nothing but cottage cheese and lemon juice to dissolve 

the remaining fat left on their bones. The media's flawed image of the “ideal” woman is having 

an unforgiving, destructive effect on real women's bodies and self-esteem. 

 One way of looking at beauty is through biology. This is the way scientists have conjured 

up the overall idea of what most people consider beautiful. Take a look at the science of it all. 
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In nature symmetry plays a “role in defining human attraction” (Sebastian). After hundreds of 

years of studying faces of all kinds, mathematicians have discovered that human faces are indeed 

designed symmetrically, although there are many variations. Also, it has been proven that males 

are attracted to women's faces that are smaller and rounder. When looking for a partner, humans 

do look for symmetric faces. This is obviously an unconscious decision, because no one goes out 

calculating the “Golden Ratio” for human facial structures, which is 1:1.618(Sebastian). If there 

are people who are that specific, then their dates most likely end shortly after they whip out a 

ruler and tell the person to stay very still. Another key factor in scientific attraction is scent. Not 

as in perfumes or body odor, but pheromones; “Pheromones are unconscious indicators that the 

human body releases” (Sebastian). Through an experiment, it was proven that “individuals with a 

high level of face symmetry, also give off high levels of pheromones” (Sebastian). So why are 

these two things important? Well, the whole point of physical attractiveness is to make 

reproduction easier. It has nothing to do with push up bras or makeup. It is all natural, so there 

are not many ways that it can be changed.     

When I was younger, my aunt would always braid or brush 

my hair. If I complained about her pulling too hard, she would 

simply reply, “Shhh! Beauty hurts!” What a sad realization. It seems 

that women would rather go through  pain and procedures than to 

look “ugly.” This way of life dates back thousands of years. During 

the Renaissance, women would painfully pluck their hair line to give  
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the appearance of a higher forehead. Even then since blond hair was a sign of beauty and high 

class, they would lighten their hair by applying toxic bleach to their scalps or sitting outside for 

hours, with a crown-less hat, in the scorching sun (“The History”). Along with light hair, fair 

skin has always been associated with power and beauty (Sebastian). In the eighteenth century, 

women would carry umbrellas to avoid any contact with the sun and would apply thick layers of 

white powder to their bodies. Today, pale people are considered awkward or albino. Women try 

to stay out of these categories by paying monthly packages of unlimited sun damage, also known 

as tanning. Celebrities like Snooki have promoted this image of the year-round bronze and have 

convinced so many women that they can pull off the Oompa Loompa look (Gardiner). A slightly 

scarier trend in today's society is plastic surgery. In order to revamp the lack of assets one was 

born with, women are scooping out the contents of their breasts and replacing them with sacs of 

silicone gel three times the size of the original set (Gardiner). Nothing says youth like an extreme 

arch of the eyebrow and bloated, fish lips. 

 With all of these advertisements and television shows emphasizing this 

“perfect woman,” how could people not be affected? The media gives off 

the vibe that these women are “just like you,” but in reality,  94% of 

characters on TV weigh below average, and models usually weigh 23% less 

than the average woman (Chernoff). All of these unrealistic women have 

had a very negative affect on girls today. Models today show off the “heroin 

chic” trend, which is a  severely thin, strung out look, quite similar to a heroin addict. People like 

Kate Moss and Calvin Klein have pushed this look on to the world and many people seem to 

have succumbed (Sexton). Cases of anorexia and bulimia have skyrocketed in recent years, and I  
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know that the media of today's society can be partially, if not completely blamed. By the time a 

girl is seventeen, “she has seen more than a quarter-million messages about what she's supposed 

to look like” (Chernoff). Apart from the physical damage that these images have caused, they are 

also emotionally destructive. Girls’ self-esteems can be shattered by a picture of the thin and 

gorgeous “sexiest woman alive”. This loss of self-esteem can increase the susceptibility to peer 

pressure and loss of opportunity due to self-doubt. Also, in some cases, women find themselves 

in abusive relationships, and they stay because they feel that no one else will want them. In the 

worst scenarios, low self-esteem can lead to depression and even suicide (Sexton). 

 The women of today have an obsession with self-image and beauty. People have 

forgotten what it really means to be beautiful and have resided to the costly, time consuming 

tactics of makeup, boob jobs, and Botox. As a girl living in today's society, I have come up with 

one conclusion to this grotesque movement. People are confusing beauty with sexiness. What 

has happened to grace, class, and intelligence? Is it not important anymore? To me, and 

hopefully a few other people, it still is. It is just skillfully hidden behind the demand for more 

sex, lust, and sparkle.          
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